A world without schools: useful links for family education
If parents believe that secondary school does not meet the needs of their children, they are looking for an alternative. What options exist today, we
have been told. This is a school with alternative teaching methods, distance learning according to the individual plan and family education.
Family education in Russia began to gain popularity not so long ago, and the path that seems the dark forest, the endless sea.
Too few established procedures that one could rely on parents. Too much unstructured information and private subjective opinions — what should
you look for if you decide to take the education of their child in their own hands?
I hope these resources will help you make the right steps.

To learn their rights and responsibilities
Learning outside of school: 4 main concerns
In the Federal law on education clearly States: "General education may be obtained in organizations engaged in educational activities, and outside
organizations engaged in educational activities, in the form of family education." But since the choice of this form, all responsibility for the child's
education falls on the shoulders of parents, they need to learn their obligations and rights.
For this you should know the Federal law on education of the Russian Federation (you can download it on the website of the Ministry of education
or see here for online version). In addition, there is a Letter of the Ministry of education "On the organization of education in family form" — it was
written in order to explain the principles of interaction between parents and educational institutions for children progress through the intermediate
and mandatory certification. And from this presentation, everything should be clear even to a child (although it was created for school
administrators).
More details and human language, many matters are dealt with in the "Blog of the inspector of national education". By the way, it will be of interest
not only to homeschoolers, but anyone who wants to understand the legal issues associated with the school. It's all very competently — with links
to sources, without unnecessary emotions and unverified information.
If you don't want your child sitting at a school Desk, carefully review your rights and responsibilities, which relate to his education.
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To understand what was happening
The website "Alternative education in Russia"
It might be interesting:
To get an education or get from the education system?
This site was created in order to concentrate in one place the experiences of parents who have decided to create an educational path for their
children. The creators of the website, the Moscow-based parent after Svetlana and Alexey Semenychev, actively engaged in the promotion of
alternative education: give interviews to the press, appearances on radio, lectures and so on. For example, they hold an annual conference on
"Alternative education in Russia", which are including the most "advanced" school teacher.
On the website you can learn about how:
to organize the learning process at home — which training materials to use to preserve the face "Kind mother — Strict teacher";
build relationships with public schools for attestation;
to join with other parents to solve educational challenges.
The site creators emphasize that their main task is not a protest against public schools in General, and suggestion parents thought that the education
of children they are responsible themselves and they can choose what suits their child.
Emerging issues can be discussed on the forum of the site or community in social networks. The community members willing to answer questions,
share useful information and personal experiences.

The magazine "Family education"
This is the first printed magazine about family education and alternative schools. Here, in addition to articles to expand the horizons of
homeschooler, there is a list of alternative schools and support centers for family education in different cities of Russia. From this list it is evident
that most initiatives are concentrated in Moscow, but also shows that not only! Geography of the Russian alternative education is very wide. The
same list provides links to an online community of like-minded people across Russia.

To follow the journal "Family education" as for the site mentioned above, useful in order not to miss interesting homeschoolers events: webinars or
meetings for parents, national contests and competitions for children, large forums that discuss topical issues of modern education.
Family education eliminates the average of approach of the school, but the question remains: how to find the one true individual approach?
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To go beyond the textbook
After legal and institutional issues considered, there is another: where to get study materials? Here, thanks to the Internet, we find ourselves in an
endless sea. We will try though a little to Orient.
A collection of lessons on the school curriculum is the portal InternetUrok.ru. Lessons from videos, summaries, tests, and simulators are available
for most subjects with 1 on 11 class. Among the teachers who prepared the lessons, there is a very popular person: for example, TV presenter
Alexander Arkhangelsky "leads" literature, and the well-known Moscow teacher Sergei best academic essay writing service Volkov infects love
for the Russian language.
On the project website there is a compilation of lectures "Scientists to children". Who else can inspire science as the man who dedicates her life.
Note the MOOC. For example, the "Lectorium" is a platform of online courses, most of which are beyond the school program. But even more
interesting! Here you will find something like parents and children, so that you can make an experiment and to try on their skin, what is distance
learning.
All about Russian language is the portal to "Gramota.Ru" (we are accessed frequently). About how using the Internet to pull up literacy, read this
collection.
Good to know that, in addition to books, there is a lot of exciting mobile applications and online resources to explore subjects of the compulsory
program. Here carefully collected us at:
math,
English,
history,
biology,
chemistry.
To combine the study of other subjects and the English language, refer to English resources. ScienceNetLinks website dedicated to the
technologies and methods of teaching of exact and natural Sciences. Here you will find a section with lessons, scripted lessons, questions, jobs
and, most importantly — a section of links to useful information resources.
High school students will need services to prepare for the exam. And their parents had the advice of a psychologist (though it is better to read
when the child is studying recipes).
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Online resources are impressive quantity and variety of information, but do not forget that the entire world can be a classroom, you only need to be
able to see and show.

